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of auxiliary craft. About half of the ships were slow and obsolete. Attacked by Admiral Togo's superior and far more efficient force, the Russian squadron was within a few hours wiped out of existence. Only one cruiser and two destroyers reached \^adivostok. Four battleships, seven cruisers, and five destroyers were sunk; four battleships and one destroyer were captured; the other ships escaped to foreign ports and \vere disarmed. Rozhdestvensky, severely wounded, was made prisoner. The Japanese lost merely a few destroyers.
The Tsushima debacle produced a tremendous impression throughout the world, and by shattering Russia's naval illusions paved the way for peace. The war was never popular with the Russians except for the Bezobrazov lunatic fringe and a fewr reactionaries, like Plehve, who held that a "short victorious war" would restore the prestige of autocracy. A long disastrous war was a very different matter, as was evidenced by the rise of the revolutionary movement. After Mukden the chances of peace were freely discussed in the Russian press of every shade of opinion. The unbroken record of Japanese victories, moreover, alarmed not only the friends of Russia in France and Germany but also some of Japan's staunch supporters. Roosevelt came to feel that "the destruction [of Russia] as an eastern Asiatic Power would , . . be unfortunate/' 7 Shortly after Tsushima Tokyo proposed that Roosevelt "on his own motion and initiative" invite the belligerents to enter into peace negotiations (May 31r N.S.). Emperor William, fearing for the future of the Russian monarchy, urged the tsar to avail himself of the good offices of the President of the United States (June 3, NS.). After a brief exchange of views between Washington and St. Petersburg, the two belligerents accepted the invitation to a peace conference formally issued by Roosevelt on June 8, N.S. There was no armistice, but little fighting toot place during the summer. The Japanese drove the Russians from northeastern Korea, made threatening moves towards Vladivostok, occupied the practically undefended Sakhalin Island, and landed a small expeditionary force at the mouth of the Amur. The Manchurian front remained quiescent.
The peace conference opened at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, on August 10,1905, N.S. and was concluded in twelve sessions. Witte and
7 Zabriskie, op. cit,f p. 114. "I wish I were certain," Roosevelt wrote in December, 1904, "that the Japanese at bottom did not lump Russians, Eagtisli, Americans, Germans, all of us, simply as white devils inferior to themselves ... to be treated politely only so long as would enable the Japanese to take advantage of our variotis national jealousies, and beat us in turn." Ibid., p. 111.

